THE ROBOTIC SOLUTION
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For machining on a robot just as on
a CNC machine
With a powerful CAD engine and an integrated PDM
A complete library and a process expertise to meet market needs
Resolution of singularities to leverage the full potential of robots
A business solution and customized post-processors to satisfy
all your requirements

www.topsolid.com
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TopSolid, a major player in the CAD/CAM
market, offers solutions for all your tool
trajectory generation needs, from 2 to 5 axes,
positioned or continuous. With a powerful CAD
tool and an integrated PDM, the complete
digital chain meets all the market needs. Its
ease of use, modern interface and powerful
new algorithms make it one of the most popular
solutions on the market. A direct, automatic
link ensures seamless transition to RoboDK.

Complete library, Process expertise

The library, available Online, shows all the robot model and its
specifications, regardless of the type of robot to be controlled. These
specific features will then be used to constrain, solve and optimize
trajectories. With the expertise of the company and the software in robot
calibration, all the typical mechanical, hardware or software characteristics of most robots are mastered. Deployment with the integrator is
thus made easy regardless of the configuration: one robot, two robots
machining or one robot machining and one supporting the part or one
robot and turntable, etc.

Resolution of robot singularities

Once the trajectories, finished parts, blanks, complete tool definitions
(cutting parts, parts in collision) and mounts are transferred to RoboDK, the
fine-tuning work can begin. Fast trajectories are recalculated. You can add
manual movements and specific macros. All collisions and out-of-travel
motions are thus detected. You can touch up movements, add approach/
retract programs and customize simulations using macros. Collisions,
singularities and axis limits are detected automatically. Apart from these
needs, tools for optimization or improving rigidity for example deliver a
significant productivity gain in the workshop.

Business solution, tailored and customized
post-processors

A truly dedicated business solution, the TopSolid-RoboDK link is
designed for both new users and experts in robotic machining. With
this combination of performance and simplicity, you can easily transfer
productions to robots.
A “post-processor” is available for each programming language and
each robot. It will be customized based on user requests: ABB Rapid
(.mod files), Fanuc LS (.LS and .TP files), Kuka SRC (.src files), Motoman
(.JBI files), Staubli (VAL3 programs), Universal robots (urscript files),
etc. Robot programs can be sent directly using an FTP connection.

